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ABSTRACT 
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Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, Third Edition 
 
 
 
This paper follows the development of the “Richard J. Brown Library Information 
Center”, a computer-based informational kiosk.  The information center was 
developed in response to a perceived need by the college’s Audio Visual (A/V) 
department.  It was placed in service for a trial period early in February of 1998, 
and remained operational until the end of the semester in May of 1998.  The 
information center was to answer basic questions the library patrons had about the 
Richard J. Brown Library.  The library staff saw it as a place where questions 
regarding locations, features, and policies could be readily answered.  The center 
would augment services provided by the circulation desk staff and serve as a 
backup during times when the staff was busy with other patrons.  After an initial 
rush by the curious, utilization of the center was minimal and the library staff 
began to wonder about its usefulness.  The information center was taken off line 
for evaluation at the end of the semester.  Evaluation of the project lead to the 
conclusion that it was not meeting the library’s needs and should be discontinued. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RICHARD J. BROWN LIBRARY 
INFORMATIONAL KIOSK 
Introduction 
     The “Richard J. Brown Library Information Center,” a computer-based 
informational kiosk, was placed in service for a trial period early in February of 
1998, near the start of the spring semester, and remained operational until the end 
of the semester in May of 1998.  The information center’s intended purpose was 
to answer basic questions that patrons had about the library.  The library staff saw 
it as a place where questions regarding locations, features, and policies could be 
readily answered.  The center would augment services provided by the circulation 
desk staff and serve as a backup during times when the staff was busy with other 
patrons.  After the initial rush, utilization of the center was minimal and the 
library staff began to wonder about its usefulness.  The information center was 
taken off line for evaluation at the end of the semester.  
Method 
The Problem 
     The library information center project grew out of a library staff retreat held in 
March of 1995 at the U. W. Stevens Point Tree Haven Center.  The need for an 
alternative place where patrons could get answers to their questions was 
discussed.  Each semester, the circulation desk staff are inundated with questions 
about the basic library services.  “How do I get a library card?”  “Where can I get 
onto the Internet?”  “How long can I check out a book?”  “Where are the videos 
located?”  “How can I get E-mail?”  The library staff thought that an 
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informational kiosk could give the answers quickly and conveniently to patrons.  
This would free up the circulation staff, allowing them to meet new demands for 
their time.  As the library has moved away from books and into online services for 
reference, the circulation desk staff has been called away more often from the 
desk to work with patrons at the terminals.  The expansion of the library’s 
computer lab has also added to this problem. 
     The library staff voiced various concerns during the discussion phase of the 
project.   The discussions took place at both monthly library staff meetings and 
one-on-one conversations with the A/V department staff in April and May of 
1995.  The concerns were:  
• could it be easily developed with off-the-shelf software? 
• would it be user friendly? 
• would library patrons want to use it? 
• what is the best location? 
These concerns would have to be answered as the project’s development phase 
moved forward (A. Mussehl, S. Brant, B. Heiffner, M. McCloskey, personal 
communication, April, 1995).  The library director and staff assigned the A/V 
Department the responsibility to move ahead with the development and 
implementation of the information center.  
Background 
     Located in northern Wisconsin, the Richard J. Brown Library serves the 
students and staff of Nicolet Area Technical College, a small community college 
that is part of the Wisconsin Technical College System.  The library considers 
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itself a district resource and encourages all students, staff, and district residents in 
the area to use its resources.  The library contains about 45,000 books, over 1500 
paper and on-line periodicals, and approximately 7000 videotapes and audiotapes.  
Each year the number of computers that access online services has grown.  The 
library currently has one station dedicated to the online catalog, four stations for 
e-mail, two stations for online database research, and a twenty-station computer 
lab where patrons can access various online databases, instructional software, and 
the Internet. 
     The A/V department discussed with the library staff how they were dealing 
with the basic library service questions.  The method used was a library handbook 
that was first developed in the mid 1980’s.  The handbook is given out during 
tours and to new patrons when issued a library card, passed out to new students in 
the orientation package, and left on display in the library.  The handbook is 
updated as needed with 1000 copies printed.  This method has proved somewhat 
successful but the staff was not sure how often it was used by patrons.  Other than 
those handbooks given out during tours, not many were taken.  With the constant 
changes in the library’s capabilities, it was often out of date within a year.  This 
meant frequent updating and sending it to a printer, which made it a costly 
proposition.  The computer based information kiosk was seen as a way to 
minimize these costs.  A software solution could be easily updated anytime a need 
arose.  Admittedly, the software solution was also viewed as something that 
would give the library a high tech look.  It was seen as something “cool” to show 
off to visitors from other libraries (A. Mussehl, personal communication, April, 
1995). 
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     The library staff also discussed how the information center’s success or failure 
could or would be judged.  A brief feed back form (see appendix A) was 
developed and the staff planned on gathering information from it.  The other form 
of judging success or failure would be casual observation by the circulation desk 
and other library staff.  The staff would have to judge if the information center 
was serving its intended purpose.  Were many patrons using it and were the 
patrons finding it useful?   No set or fixed usage guidelines were ever developed.  
The final determination for continuation of the project would be by the library 
staff.  This would be based upon the staff’s feeling if the time spent in keeping the 
center up to date equaled, was less than, or was more than the time spent by the 
patrons using the center.  The trial period was initially set for one semester.  
     A stand-alone computer at a single location was chosen as the best alternative.  
The circulation desk would be the location.  This is the point of entry to the 
library and the place where most questions were asked.  Locating the information 
center on the college’s network server was discussed.  This would allow many 
sites in the library and across campus to access the information center each 
computer could not be given a specific reference as to its current location.  A 
single location would allow for a “You Are Here” arrow to be placed on the floor 
plan.  (see Appendix C) 
Procedure 
     Five software programs - Astound 2.0, Freelance Graphics, Visual Basic, 
Power Point, and HSC Interactive were selected for testing based upon reviews in 
various computer magazines (Gold Disk Astound, 1995; Haskin, 1995; HSC 
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Interactive, 1995; Joss, 1996; Lindstrom, 1995; Simone, 1994).  The Audio Visual 
staff judged each for ease of programming and the software’s ability to perform 
the required task. 
     Astound 3.0 for Windows 3.1 (an upgrade from 2.0 was made available during 
the late stages of the test period) was chosen after investigation and proved to be 
an easy-to-use tool for developing the library information center.  The supplied 
reference manual (Searl & Pollak, 1996) was studied and we set to work.  After 
the design for 12 template pages was completed, individual pages were easily 
constructed.  Linking between pages within the information center was easy to 
program.  Just a few clicks in the drop-down menu and the buttons on the pages 
were linked to anywhere you wanted to go.  Animation features were available 
and easy to use.  The program proved to be a very flexible tool for development 
and met most of the staff’s expectations.  The software ran well on an old 486 
computer with Windows 3.1 operating system.  This allowed the library to utilize 
old computer resources for new needs. 
     Problems, however, did arise and had to be dealt with.  Most of the problems 
could be overcome.  A problem occurred when trying to return using a button 
from pages within a defined range in the program to a specific starting point.  This 
problem was overcome by duplicating the starting page and having it return to a 
specific one.  The “play next” feature allows the program to return to the starting 
page after a designated period of time and was one of the features of this software 
that was highly praised during the evaluation phase.  This would be very 
advantageous when patrons left the center without returning to the beginning page 
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because the program would automatically return to the starting page after 60 
seconds of idle time.  It would then be ready for the next user.   
     Experiments with this software package before it was chosen failed to discover 
that the “play next” feature would not work when you are within a defined range.  
It would have to advance through the entire range before returning to the start.  
Most of the ranges used were just two to three pages (see Appendix B, C, &E) so 
it was not a problem.  However the “LC Classification” (see Appendix D) section 
was another matter because it was very long.  Here the “play next” would cycle to 
the next page and all following pages in the range until it reached that last page.  
Then it would return to the start.  I have been in contact with technical support at 
Astound and they tell me this may be rectified in a future version.   
Evaluation 
     The initial users observed at the information center during the first days of 
operation and the ones who filled out the feedback forms were library staff and 
college faculty.  These users had a strong base of knowledge about the library and 
were not the intended audience.  They looked at it in terms of what it looked like 
and how it operated.  For them it was like playing with a new toy.  The 
suggestions and comments they gave were on how they thought the center could 
be improved.  The information center did not show them anything they did not 
already know.  Their interest was short lived. 
     I discussed the usage of the center with the Circulation Desk Manager in mid-
semester.  Her observation was that after the first week very few patrons were 
using it (M. McCloskey, personal communication, March, 1998).  We added new 
signage around the library to inform patrons of its existence.  I worked at a table 
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in the library for two days in a row to observe usage of the information center.  
This very unscientific method allowed me to observe some limited usage.  The 
few patrons who used it did so when the circulation desk staff was busy.  Some 
found answers and moved on while others went to the circulation desk and asked 
questions.  A few were just curious and played with it.  They did not seem to be 
seeking specific information. 
     The low usage and the observed pattern of patrons stopping at the desk to ask 
questions and not using the information center lead the staff to believe that the 
center’s location was wrong.  It was located at the circulation desk where staff are 
always available for questioning.  The Circulation Desk Manager concurs with 
this assessment (M. McCloskey, personal communication, April, 1998).  The staff 
is thinking about other possible locations and will make this a part of the 
reevaluation.  A more centralized location within the library may prove to be a 
better location.  This would move it away from the circulation desk area.  Another 
possibility would be to locate it on the library server which would make the 
information center available at all library computer terminals, although this would 
make the “You are here” feature difficult to incorporate (see Appendix C).  The 
college is planning on developing informational kiosk for students and locating 
them in all campus buildings.  Another possibility would be to incorporate the 
information center on the library’s web page. 
     After spending time during the summer of 1998 reviewing the project, the 
library staff decided not to bring the center back into operation for the 1998 fall 
semester.  The staff could not justify the time it would take to rework it in order to 
relocate the center to a new location.  The staff decided to wait until the school 
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determines when or if to implement a campus-wide informational kiosk system 
and move with them.  Placement on our web page is what many are starting to see 
as the right location.  
Conclusion 
     Overall this project proved to be an educational one for me.  My interest was 
mainly in the development stage.  Finding and working with the software proved 
to be the most interesting.  Initially I was disappointed with the usage.  I expected 
more people to use the system and generate more feedback that I could use to 
improve it.  It turned out that was not the case and it was best to let the project end 
for the time being.  
 
The primary reason for the information center’s removal was low usage.  Needed 
space on the circulation desk was also a factor.  Additionally, the information 
center’s location on the circulation desk may have interfered with the library’s 
theft detection system.  A service representative for the theft detector’s 
manufacturer blamed the occasional false reading on emissions from the computer 
monitor.  The decreased number of false alarms after its removal seems to 
confirm this analysis.  
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Appendix A: Evaluation Form 
 
Richard J. Brown Library Information Center  
FEED BACK FORM 
 
The library is attempting to develop a self-help Information Center which can 
answer your basic questions about the library's services and policies.  Please take 
time to try out the Center and give us your feedback on what we can do to 
improve it. 
 
Did you find the Information Center useful?  Yes   -   No    (circle one) 
 
  
What additional topics would you add? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How could it be improved? 
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